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Abstract. The introduced gateway architecture for DVB-based geostationary
satellite networks has been developed for the European Community project
“GOECAST” (multiCAST over GEOstationary satellites) and aims at support-
ing the real-time (RT) traffic feeding the Gateway Earth Stations (GES). GESs
provide the access to the satellite network to a large number of RT flows, whose
delay constraints have to be guaranteed without affecting the lower priority traf-
fic. A tight control on the queuing delays is obtained by the proposed scheduling
scheme, while the proposed buffering scheme allows the scalability requirement
to be met by means of a proper traffic aggregation criterion. Finally, the ‘stolen
slot’ concept is introduced: whenever the RT traffic transmission rate is lower
than the nominal rate, the ‘stolen-slot’ procedure allows the utilisation of the
leftover bandwidth, considering also the multicast issues. Simulations have been
performed with the OPNET tool to test the effectiveness of the proposed
schemes and algorithms.

1   The GEOCAST Project

The GEOCAST scenario consists of a geostationary (GEO) satellite network with an
on-board packet-switch, a Network Control Centre (NCC), in charge of several key
tasks relevant to resource management and connection handling, several User Earth
Stations (UES), which provide the access to few User Terminals (UT), and a limited
number of Gateway Earth Stations (GES), which provide the access to a large popula-
tion of users and to backbone networks. The GES uplink access is TDM (Time Divi-
sion Mutiplexing): the uplink capacity is divided into time-slots; each time-slot is
capable of transporting one packet. The UES uplink, conversely, is MF-TDMA (Multi
Frequency Time-Division Multiple Access), so that the UESs are capable of sharing
the uplink capacity. Fig. 1 shows the GEOCAST scenario.

While each GES has the exclusive use of the TDM uplink frames, the downlink ca-
pacity is shared among several GESs and UESs. Thus, the NCC, which manages the
network resources, grants the requested rates of the GES connections; in particular, the
Connection Admission Control (CAC) grants the requested capacity after the connec-
tion set-up for the connection life-time, while the Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD)
scheme (presented in [1]) grants some capacity in response to the capacity requests.

The protocol stack of the GEOCAST project is compliant with the DVB-RCS (Re-
turn Channel via Satellite-Digital Video Broadcasting) standard ([2], [3]). In particu-
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lar, it uses the DVB-RCS ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) format on the uplink
and the DVB-S MPEG2 format on the downlink ([4]). Without explaining the overall
protocol stack in detail, this means that the IP traffic entering the Gateway is mapped
onto ATM connections, which are transported through the DVB priority traffic classes
([3]): real-time (RT), jitter tolerant (JT) and best effort (BE).
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Fig. 1. GEOCAST scenario

This paper deals with the RT priority traffic, which is used to transport delay sensi-
tive ATM connections; the ATM connections are characterised by the declared Qual-
ity of Service (QoS) parameters, as the Cell Transfer Delay (CTD) and the Cell Delay
Variation (CDV), and by the declared traffic parameters, as the Peak Cell Rate (PCR).
The CTD is the maximum acceptable delay perceived by the ATM cells from the
source GES to the destination GES or UES; the CDV is the maximum allowed differ-
ence among the delays perceived by the ATM cells of the connection (jitter); the PCR
is the maximum transmission rate. The ATM connections feeding the GES are subject
to traffic shaping and policing through the Usage Parameter Control (UPC) blocks [5].

Furthermore, the GEOCAST network supports multicast traffic, which is mapped
onto ATM one-to-many connections. For instance, a multicast session involving n
users is mapped onto n one-to-many connections, each one with one sender and (n-1)
receivers. The GEOCAST on-board switch is capable of duplicating the received
packets and of forwarding them towards the proper downlinks.

In Section 2, the problems related to the satellite networks are highlighted; in Sec-
tion 3, a Gateway architecture is proposed; in Section 4, the ‘stolen slot’ concept is
defined taking into account the multicast issues; Section 5 presents the simulations
results; finally, in Section 6 the conclusions are drawn.

2   Real-Time (RT) Traffic over Satellite Networks

The uplink TDM frame of the GESs is divided into frames. Each frame consists of a
number N of time-slots and its duration is equal to TFRAME. Each time-slot is capable of
transporting one ATM cell (hereinafter referred to as packet). In the GEOCAST proj-
ect, N = 1136, TFRAME = 53 ms and each time-slot has a capacity CSLOT = 8 kbps (i.e., the
capacity equivalent to 1 time-slot per frame is 8 kbps).
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The RT traffic has tight delay constraints, thus it cannot avail of the BoD mecha-
nism, since the time required by the NCC to fulfil the bandwidth requests is equal to
the Round Trip Delay (RTD) of the geostationary networks, which is about 500 ms
and is likely to be greater than the CTD of the RT connections. As a consequence, the
network cannot react to the rate variations and, therefore, during the connection set-up,
the CAC in the NCC must reserve a capacity equal to the Peak Cell Rate (PCR) for the
connection lifetime. In the one-to-many connection case, the PCR capacity must be
reserved onto each involved downlink. Finally, the GES must check whether the re-
quired PCR is less than its available capacity, i.e., the uplink capacity minus the ca-
pacity already reserved for other active connections.

Usually ([6]-[9]), the RT connections are associated to one or more logical chan-
nels, that is one or more time-slot per frame are assigned to the connection.

This solution has a problem of over-allocation, since where the number of time-
slots NPCR required to map the connection is given by the following equation: NPCR = 
PCR / CSLOT . On average, each connection needs 0.5 CSLOT = 4 kbps more than its
PCR. In addition, this scheme requires that each ATM connection – named Virtual
Channel Connection (VCC) – has its own buffer in the GES. This buffering scheme
causes a scalability problem for the GESs, because of the large number of connections
the GESs have to support. Furthermore, the queues in the buffers, and thus the CDV of
the connections, depend on the allocation policy and on the declared PCR.

As a mater of fact, if the channels are contiguous, the minimum queuing delay is
zero, if the packet arrives in the buffer when the time-slot is available, while the
maximum queuing delay is about TFRAME, if the packet arrives in the buffer just after the
reserved time-slot. Thus, in this case, the CDV is about TFRAME. Fig. 2 a) shows an
example of this mapping policy. Note that the arrival time ta(j) of the jth packet is equal
to the beginning time of the time-slot used to transmit the packet itself; thus, the
queuing delay perceived by the jth packet is zero. On the other hand, the arrival time
ta(j+1) of the (j+1)th packet is slightly greater than the beginning time of the assigned
time-slot; thus, the packet can be transmitted only in the beginning of the following
frame. Thus, the queuing delay perceived by the (j+1)th packet is about TFRAME.

If the GES allocates the time-slots regularly over the frame, it manages to limit the
CDV to TFRAME / NPCR. Fig. 2 b) shows an example of this mapping policy, in which the
PCR of the connection is such that NPCR = 3 time-slots per frame. Note that the arrival
time ta(j) of the jth packet is slightly greater than the beginning time of the assigned
time-slot; thus, the packet can be transmitted only via the successive time-slot. Thus,
the queuing delay perceived by the jth packet is about TFRAME / NSLOT. On the other hand,
the arrival time ta(j+1) of the (j+1)th packet is equal to the beginning time of the time-
slot used to transmit the packet itself; thus, the queuing delay perceived by the (j+1)th

packet is zero. Note, however, that a regular allocation might be impossible because of
already allocated time-slots; in this case, the connection suffers from a CDV > TFRAME /
NPCR.

In conclusion, the drawbacks of this architecture are: i) over-allocation of uplink re-
sources; ii) scalability due to the per-VCC buffering scheme; iii) obtainable CDV
limited by TFRAME or PCR iv) possible connection denial due to the impossibility of
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mapping the connection properly. In the following Section, the proposed architecture
is presented, which overcomes the above mentioned problems.
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Fig. 2. Queuing delays associated to the frame mapping policies

3   Proposed Gateway Architecture

The proposed GES architecture aims at allowing the transmission of the RT connec-
tions to be independent of the uplink frame structure and at increasing the scalability.

This latter issue is addressed through an appropriate traffic aggregation policy. First
of all, the RT VCC of the GES directed towards the same downlink (or downlinks in
the case of the one-to-many connections) are aggregated into Virtual Path Connections
(VPC); consequently, the VPC are defined by the couple {Source GES, Destination
Downlink(s)}. Then, within each VPC, the VCCs are aggregated on the basis of their
QoS, so that the VCCs characterized by similar CDV requirements are collected in the
same buffer. This aggregation policy allows a great reduction of the buffer number,
and, as a consequence, of the complexity of the scheduling algorithm (as it will be
explained later), without affecting the QoS perceived by the distinct VCCs. As a mat-
ter of fact, in order to assure a certain CDV the GES must limit the queuing delay; if
the queuing delay of the QoS buffer is kept under the most stringent CDV require-
ments among the ones of its VCC, the CDV target is met by each VCC.

In order to render the transmission of the RT packets independent of the frame
structure of the uplink, the following considerations are taken into account:
- The transmission rates of the RT connections feeding the GES are controlled by

the UPC blocks, so that the packet rate of each connection cannot exceed the PCR.
- The RT connections are subject to the CAC, which assure that an uplink capacity

equal to the PCR is always available.
Thus, the RT packets feeding the QoS buffers have always the matching available

capacity on the uplink, and, because of the greater priority of the RT traffic with re-
spect to the non real-time (NRT) traffic, should be transmitted as soon as possible.
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Therefore, the proposed architecture features a two-levels scheduling scheme (see
Fig. 3):

1. The first scheduling level consists of a strict priority scheduler, which decides
whether a RT packet or a NRT packet must be transmitted; this scheduler transmits
NRT packets only if the RT buffer queues are empty.

2. The second scheduling level consists of a RT and a NRT schedulers, which decides
which packets to send among the ones waiting in the RT and NRT queues, respec-
tively.

This paper is focused onto the RT traffic, thus only the RT scheduler will be ex-
amined. The Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduler seems to be adequate, because of
the following reasons:

- The queuing delay is the only criterion, on the basis of which the RT packets must
be scheduled;

- The maximum queuing delay allowed to a certain buffer k, dMAX(k), is known, since
it given by the minimum CDV requirement of the VCCs aggregated in the buffer
k;

- The EDF is known to to be optimum in the sense that it minimizes the total prob-
ability of exceeding the deadlines for all streams ([10], [11]).

The EDF scheduler computes the deadlines of the packets by adding dMAX(k) to the
arrival time of the packets feeding the buffer k, and then it schedules the packet with
the earliest deadline.

Thanks to the double aggregation of the VCCs in QoS classes and in VPCs, a two-
levels scheduler can be implemented: the first EDF scheduler decides which packet to
sent among the ones in the head of the QoS queues of the single VPCs, and has com-
plexity ( )QoSNO log , where QoSN  is the number of QoS classes defined within the

RT class; the second scheduler decides decides which packet to sent among the ones
selected by the first level schedulers, and has complexity ( )VPCNO log , where VPCN

is the number of VPCs.

Fig. 3 shows the proposed GES architecture.

While the proposed architecture succeeds in enhancing the scalability and in over-
coming the problems related to the connection mapping, it has a drawback. During the
jth frame, the NRT scheduler is allowed to transmit packets towards the kth downlink up
to a certain capacity CNRT(j,k), which is granted by the NCC (by the CAC and by the
BoD protocol). Since it is not likely that the RT sources transmit continuously at the
PCR, the capacity available to the RT traffic on the kth downlink which is left unused
should increase CNRT(j,k). In the reference architecture, the RT connections are explic-
itly mapped onto the uplink frame; thus, if the RT connection buffer is empty in the
beginning of an assigned time-slot, it can straightforwardly used by the NRT traffic.
This simple procedure cannot be followed in the proposed architecture case. In the
following Section, a procedure suitable for the proposed architecture is presented.
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Fig. 3. Proposed gateway architecture

4   ‘Stolen-Slot’ Procedure for Unicast and Multicast Traffic

Every time the RT connections transmit with a lower rate than the declared one, some
capacity is left unused; when this capacity is equal to the time-slot capacity CSLOT, one
NRT packet can be served, and the time-slot is considered as ‘stolen’. Two problems
arise: i) how to compute the ‘stolen’ capacity, ii) how to assign the ‘stolen’ time-slots.

In order to identify whether a time-slot can be ‘stolen’, the proposed algorithm
makes use of the UPC blocks of the GESs ([5]). Each VCC is characterised by the
peak transmission rate PCR. When the first packet of the VCC arrives at t = ta(1), the
associated UPC block computes the Theoretical Arrival Time (TAT) of the second
packet: TAT2 = TAT1 + 1/PCR, where TAT1 = 0. Then, when the second packet arrives
at t = ta(2), the UPC block performs the following actions (neglecting the policing
function): i) if ta(2) > TAT2, TAT3 = ta(2) + 1/PCR; ii) if ta(2) < TAT2, TAT3 = TAT2 +
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1/PCR. Similarly, on the basis of TATk, when the kth packet arrives at ta(k) the UPC
computes TAT(k+1).

The ‘stolen-slots’ algorithm is based on the fact that when a cell arrives at time ta(k)
after its TAT(k), then the next TAT(k+1) is delayed. In particular, TAT(k+1) is delayed
by [ta(k) – TAT(k)]. Since the TATs cannot be anticipated, this time is ‘stolen’. When
the sum of the stolen times is equal to 1/PCR, then 1 time-slot can be ‘stolen’, and the
UPC block communicates it to the NRT scheduler (see Fig. 3). Fig. 4 shows an exam-
ple run of the algorithm..
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Fig. 4. Example of the stolen slot algorithm

After that a time-slot is stolen, it has to be assigned to the proper connection. We
recall that, while  each GES has the exclusive use of the TDM uplink frames, the
downlink capacity is shared among several GESs and UESs by the NCC. Thus, in the
beginning of each frame, the GES is allowed to transmit a known capacity towards
each downlink. In the case of one-to-many connections, the capacity is reserved by the
NCC on each downlink involved by the connection, as shown in Fig. 5, in which the
one-to-many VPC0 has one packets to send during the jth frame and is allowed to
transmit two packets (i.e., it has two allocated time-slots).
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���� �������������	�����downlinks involved by the VPC the stolen slot belongs to.
The problem is to decide which VPC should steal the time-slot:
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1. First of all, the GES must check which are the eligible VPCs on the basis of
the following rules: i) the VPC buffer in the GES must not be empty; ii) the
set D(j) of the downlinks involved by the 
����������������	� �� ∆⊆)( jD .

2. Then, the eligible VPCs are ordered with respect to i) the priority traffic and
ii) the number of involved downlinks, i.e., the cardinality of D(j).

3. Finally, the time-slot is given to the first VPC of the list.
Note that, in the one-to-many case, the time-slot might be stolen by a certain VPCj,

which does not involve all the downlinks, on which the capacity has been reserved.
Let be D(j) be the set of downlinks involved by 
���������������� ��������	��������
�������� ���� � ��D(j), if another uplink time-slot is available to the GES, the above
mentioned procedure can be repeated.

In conclusion, the ‘stolen slot’ procedure allows the GES to transmit m cells – be-
longing to one connection each – towards n downlinks (n > m), assuming the follow-
ing relations:

i) mjjD ,...,1   ,)( =∆⊆
ii) jiiDjD ≠∀∅=∩    ,)()(

iii) { } { }∑
=

∆≤=
m

j

CardjDCardn
1
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For instance, Fig. 6 a), referred to the example of Fig. 5 � ������ ���������  �D(1),
D(2) and D(3), and shows that VPC1, 2 and 3 are eligible to steal the VPC0 time-slot
since ∆⊆)( jD , j =1, 2, 3. Assuming that the VPC1 and 2 have higher priority with

respect to VPC3, the time-slot is stolen by VPC1, since Card{D(1)} > Card{D(2)}.
Then, assuming that the GES has another available �����!�����"����� � ��������������
shown in Fig. 6 b); by repeating the procedure, given that VPC2 and 3 are eligible, the
time-slot is assigned to VPC2, which has higher priority with respect to VPC3. Fi-
nally, even if the GES has another free time-slot, it cannot be used by any VPC be-
cause D(1), D(2) and D(3)������������"������	�������������  �������������Fig. 6 c).
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5   OPNET Simulations

In order to validate the proposed architecture, simulations have been performed with
the OPNET tool by MIL3, which is a discrete event simulator specifically developed
for simulating telecommunication networks.

The simulation scenario consists of a single gateway transmitting 8 one-to-one
VCCs towards the satellite via a TDM uplink. In order to evaluate the performances of
the proposed architecture, it is compared to the reference one, in which the VCCs are
mapped onto the uplink frame after the connection set-up. The simulation parameters
are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation parameters

Four simulation runs have been executed, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Simulation runs

Simulation
Run

Scenario Source Rate1 VCC Admission Order

1 Reference Nominal VCC 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
2 Reference Nominal VCC 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 5
3 Proposed Nominal Not significant
4 Proposed Variable Not significant

Note that, in the reference scenario, the last VCC that has to be mapped is VCC7;
since the other VCCs requires a total amount of 1053 time-slots in order to be mapped
onto the uplink frame (as a matter of fact, each VCC is mapped onto an integer num-

                                                          
1 The sources can transmit constantly at the PCR – nominal rate – or with a variable rate; the

rate variations have a Gaussian distribution with the mean equal to PCR (however, the UPC
blocks limit the buffer input rate to the PCR).
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ber of time-slots, e.g., VCC1 is mapped onto 163 time-slots), the leftover 83 time-slots
are not sufficient to map VCC7. On the contrary, the proposed architecture is capable
of accepting the last VCC, since it is not dependent on the frame structure; the sum of
the PCRs of the VCCs is equal to the uplink capacity.

Fig. 7 shows the simulation results.
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Fig. 7 a1) shows the queuing delay perceived by the packets of the Class 1 VCCs in
Simulation 1. As explained in Section 2, assuming that the time-slots are regularly
paced, the queuing delay depends on the PCR of the connection and not on the re-
quested CDV. For instance, the light gray plot shows the queuing delay of VCC5,
whose PCR is equal to 31,000 bps; thus, the expected maximum CDV is given by
TFRAME / NPCR = 53 ms / 4 = 13.25 ms. The simulation confirms this prediction, and
shows that the reference architecture cannot guarantee the requested CDV to VCC5.
The periodic saw-tooth behaviour of the queuing delays depend on the fact that the
sources are not synchronized with the periodicity of the assigned time-slots.

Fig. 7 a2) shows the queuing delay perceived by the packets of the Class 2 and 3
VCCs in Simulation 1. Also in this case, the queuing delays depend only on the PCR
of the connections.

Fig. 7 a3) shows the comparison between the queuing delays perceived by the
packets of VCC5 in Simulation 1 and 2. Since in Simulation 2 VCC5 is the last ad-
mitted connection, it has to be mapped onto an already heavily loaded uplink frame;
thus, the time-slot allocation cannot be as regular as in the Simulation 1, and the
maximum distance between two consecutive time-slots is greater. Thus, as shown in
Fig. 7 a3), the CDV in Simulation 2 is even greater than the one in Simulation 1
(which was already unacceptable).

Fig. 7 b1) and b2) shows the queuing delay perceived by the packets of the VCCs in
Simulation 3. In this case, the queuing delays are independent of the PCR and are
much below the requested CDVs, even if the rate of the traffic entering the GES is
equal to the uplink capacity – in Simulation 3, the gateway is supporting all of the 8
VCCs transmitting at full rate.

Finally, Fig. 7 b3) shows stolen slot algorithm performances. In Simulation 4, in
which the sources transmit with variable rates, the GES transmits a NRT packet every
time the stolen slot algorithm communicates that a time-slot is available (see Section
4). The lower plot represents the total transmission rate of the RT VCCs of Simulation
4, while the higher plot represents the total amount of transmitted packets, given by
the RT traffic plus the NRT packets transmitted on the stolen slots; the simulation
results show that the stolen slot algorithm allows the utilisation of more than 99.8% of
the link capacity (note that, in the simulation, a NRT time-slot is available every time
a time-slot is stolen).

6   Conclusions

In the present paper, a gateway architecture suitable for DVB-RCS satellite networks
has been proposed. The architecture aims at supporting the RT priority traffic in the
most efficient manner, without affecting the NRT traffic. At the same time, the scal-
ability issue, which is relevant for the gateways because of the large number of sup-
ported traffic flows, is taken into account.

The three objectives are met:
i) The proposed scheduling scheme transmits the RT packets with strict priority with

respect to the NRT traffic; the NRT traffic is protected by misbehaving RT sources
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(i.e., sources transmitting with a higher rate with respect to the contracted one) by
the UPC functional blocks of the gateway, which have shaping and policing func-
tionalities.

ii) Thanks to the ‘stolen slot’ concept, by exploiting the UPC blocks, the proposed
‘stolen slot’ algorithm is capable of re-distributing the unused capacity which was
assigned to RT traffic among the NRT flows.

iii) The proposed two-levels aggregation policy, based on the definition of QoS classes
within the RT priority traffic, reduces effectively the number of buffer the gateway
has to manage.

Furthermore, the paper defines a procedure that allows the distribution of the avail-
able time-slots among unicast and multicast traffic flows.

Finally, simulations have been performed with the OPNET tool, which verified the
effectiveness of the proposed buffering and scheduling schemes and of the proposed
‘stolen-slot’ algorithm.
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